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Sailing in Chile: Part 3 - Interpreting the Guidebook

https://currents.bluewatercruising.org/articles/sailing-in-chile-part-3-interpreting-the-guidebook/

There are two sailing guidebooks for cruising in Chile:

“Patagonia and Tierra del Fuego”, also known as the “Italian Guide”, as it was published by an
Italian couple who spent 11 years sailing in the channels
A guidebook published by the “Royal Cruising Club” of England.

Both are very good and cover the vast majority of anchorages on the routes most often travelled in the
Patagonian canals.  We read both books cover-to-cover multiple times last season, while cruising from
Valdivia to Laguna San Rafael and back up to Puerto Montt.

Guidebook writers must be a curious breed.  While they provide incredibly useful information in terms of
what to expect in an anchorage or in a general area, they don’t always give that information in a
straightforward manner.  We noticed this while sailing in northern BC, and it seems to be true in Chile as
well.  Phrases such as “tight anchorage” and “limited swinging room” should actually say “if your boat is
bigger than 30 feet and has a draft greater than 4 feet, don’t even bother trying to anchor
here”.  Minimum depths of 3 metres on the anchorage site diagrams are clearly just a guide.  In reality a
depth listed as 3 metres could just as easily be 2 metres… the reader is just supposed to understand that it
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gets very shallow near that spot.

We encountered a new Guidebook term last season: “irregular bottom”.  We, like most people,
interpreted those words to mean that the depths would be uneven throughout the anchorage.  But in Caleta
Brooks, one of the bays we anchored in last season, they should have written “there are five uncharted
rocks that lie 2.3 metres below the surface at low tide.  Beware as the depths change from 13 metres to
2.3 metres instantly.”  But alas, they left that for us to discover for ourselves. Note: Our keel draws 2.3
metres.

Luckily it wasn’t low tide when we entered the anchorage and so we still had 1 metre beneath the keel
when we “discovered” the first, second and third rocks.  We had visual sightings on rocks four and five,
so they didn’t pose any immediate danger.  As the rocks were virtually invisible under the water until we
were right on top of them, we wondered how we were going to get out of the anchorage the next morning,
as we were planning to leave when the tide would be lowest.  We didn’t want our 2.3 metre keel to meet
the 2.3 metre rocks.  As we clearly couldn’t just follow our GPS track out of the anchorage, we needed to
find a clear, deep water path between the rocks.  So, out came the hand held depth sounder and we
jumped in the dinghy. I took depth and GPS readings while Gary rowed us around the bay.

 Mapping the rocks
and safe passage on Google Earth.
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Having located several deep spots, we then attempted to map out a line of “safe passage” that would lead
us out of the anchorage.  This proved very challenging, as the person reading the depth and GPS position
(ie, me) also had to make sure that the person rowing, who was sitting backwards in the dinghy (ie, Gary),
was rowing in a straight line.  We are not sure how we didn’t get divorced.  But, miraculously, when we
returned to the boat and Gary entered the GPS positions we had identified onto our cached Google Earth
images (where, as it turns out, we could actually see the 5 rocks under the water), we had mapped out a
perfectly straight line in the deep water between the rocks.  A miracle!  We then entered those way points
into our chart plotter, and voila!  We had a safe path to leave the anchorage at low water.  Of course, if we
had looked at Google Earth BEFORE entering the anchorage, none of this would have been required as
we would have known about the existence of the rocks and could have mapped their location in
advance.  Another lesson learned for next time.

About The Author

Karina McQueen & Gary Peacock

Sea Rover II - Oyster 435

Karina McQueen and Gary Peacock on s/v Sea Rover II left Vancouver in 2014. They spent the next 3
years exploring the Sea of Cortez and Mexican Riviera before sailing to Valdivia, Chile via the
Galapagos and Easter Island in 2018. They are currently experiencing the trials and tribulations (and cold)
of high latitude sailing. 

_______________________________________________
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How to Sail to Mexico from the Pacific Northwest

https://currents.bluewatercruising.org/articles/how-to-sail-to-mexico-from-the-pacific-northwest/

Every year, dozens of boats depart from the Pacific Northwest aiming to reach the warmer climes of
Mexico. For many cruisers, this is their ‘maiden voyage’, their first offshore passage. For many of the
vessels, this is also a first offshore passage, or at least a first passage for new or upgraded systems aboard.
Thus, for both boats and crews it is a rite of passage, a testing of mettle and a first test of new or upgraded
systems.

We transited the coast southbound on Avant in August and September of 2013, and have met dozens of
cruisers who made the same trip both before and after we did. I am basing this article and its embedded
advice on our collective experience as I understand it.

The passage is not a spectacularly difficult one, and barely warrants a mention in Jimmy Cornell’s
“World Cruising Routes’, where he states

“Winds along this route are always favourable, although they are sometimes too strong for comfort.
Because of the big swell further offshore, it is advisable to stay as near the shore as caution permits.
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Several harbours have bars and are difficult or dangerous to enter when there is a heavy swell, especially
if this breaks over the bar as it does in the entrance to the Columbia River. Another hazard along this
coast is haze, which often reduces visibility drastically and can be extremely dangerous to small boats
because of the high amount of shipping.” (World Cruising Routes, Jimmy Cornell, 1987, page 176/177).

While sage advice, much is omitted in this statement, by nature of its brevity. Herewith, let me offer a
perhaps more complete guide to transiting the coast safely and in relative comfort.

Deciding to Go

Go to Port Angeles to check into the USA and obtain your ‘Cruising License’. From Port Angeles, head
to Neah Bay, about 50 nautical miles. (Pro tip: Neah Bay is a ‘dry’ community. Provision appropriately
in Port Angeles.) Due to the predominantly west winds in the Strait of Juan de Fuca, you’re likely to
motor.

Obtaining Your Cruising License

For Canadian and other non-American cruisers, the journey typically begins in Port Angeles, where they
check in to American Customs and obtain their American cruising license. The cruising license is
important, as it is your proof of having entered the USA legally, and is valid for one year, and non-
renewable. (Note, if you are not travelling on a Canadian or USA passport, you will also need an
unexpired multiple entry Form I-94W, Non-immigrant Visa Waiver Arrival/Departure Form, or an
unexpired passport, valid unexpired United States non-immigrant visa and I-94 Arrival/Departure Form.
While most passports allow you to cross the border by automobile unhindered, and you can be issued a
visa on the spot when arriving by road, the rules for boats are different and you must have the visa in
hand before arrival. (We know cruisers who have been fined $500.00 for not having the visa in hand on
arrival). Cruisers we know who checked into the USA in Friday Harbor or Point Roberts have told us of
those offices not correctly understanding the cruising license and not issuing one, which can cause
problems further south. The Port Angeles office seems to know what they’re doing.

Ask for instructions on how to report as you travel south, as these may change from year to year. You
should get a list of phone numbers for the successive Customs and Border Patrol areas you will use to
report in.  Generally, you must report on arrival when you arrive at each port; departure reporting is not
required.

Making the Left Turn

It’s from Neah Bay that you will execute your passage plan to get to San Francisco. Essentially, you will
pass Cape Flattery (about 5 miles west), turn left, and sail south. However, therein lies the rub: how will
you make the passage; where will you stop (or will you stop?), and how will you choose when and where
to stay and when and where to go? As soon as you leave the Strait, the North Pacific is your mistress and
you are at her mercy. As The Clash said in their 1982 hit ‘Should I Stay or Should I Go’:

Should I stay or should I go?
It’s always tease, tease, tease
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You’re happy when I’m on my knees
One day it’s fine and next it’s black
So if you want me off your back
Well, come on and let me know
Should I stay or should I go?
Should I stay or should I go now?
If I go, there will be trouble
And if I stay it will be double
So come on and let me know

With the fickle North Pacific as your mistress, choosing wisely is critical. You don’t want trouble. You
certainly don’t want double trouble. So when should you go, and when you do, how should you go?

When To Go

First, the ‘when’. Anytime after the spring blows are over (late April most years), and into the fall
(before the winter gales arrive) is fine. Most cruisers leave in August or early September, because they do
last minute refits over the summer, and also don’t want to spend too long in Southern California where
moorage can be difficult to find and is certainly expensive. Knowing they won’t leave for Mexico before
the end of hurricane season (roughly Halloween), they try to time arrival so they won’t face extra months
of high priced moorage in San Francisco or San Diego.

Planning to be gone from the Pacific Northwest in early August (and certainly before the end of August)
is generally the best idea, and most likely to deliver the best weather. We left on the 18th of August, and
still met a number of storms, including three back-to-back weather systems that pinned us in Astoria for
three weeks.

The Coast Pilot 7 describes the arrival of winter rather poetically:

“Winter, like an incoming tide, creeps over the northeastern North Pacific. Subtle changes begin in
September … Summer breezes become gales. Rain is commonplace. Winds and cool temperatures make
the air feel damp and chilly. Storms become routine and onshore flow is near-persistent. Choppy seas
turn rough.”

Leaving later (after Labour Day) demands more caution, attention, and perhaps grit, as the windows of
good weather are fewer and shorter, and the windows of poor weather are more frequent, longer and more
intense. The likelihood of gales or storms is significantly higher. Bar crossings are likely to be more
difficult, and generally the ‘fun meter’ may not register very high some days. The seasonal Coast Guard
stations close, leaving only the year-round ones open, with reduced staff.

How To Go

Then there is ‘how’. There are, broadly speaking, three widely recommended passage plans to get south:

The ‘big jump’: head out southwest until you are 60~80~100 miles offshore, turn to a near due
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south heading and maintain that until about 100 miles north of San Francisco, and then turn to a
southeast heading until arrival. For sailing vessels, this is usually a trip that must be accomplished
primarily under sail, as the 700 to 800 miles it entails exceeds the motoring range of most
sailboats
The ‘two-step: head out to perhaps 15~25 miles offshore and proceed south, diverting to Crescent
City or Eureka (some 400-500 miles from Neah Bay) for a rest and refueling stop. Ensure you
have a good weather window to get around Cape Mendocino (~80mi from Crescent City, ~20mi
from Eureka) and take the next leg to San Francisco (325-375 miles) when the weather permits.
The ‘lindy-hop’: head out somewhat less than 25 miles offshore, and stop as desired (or indicated
by the weather) at the myriad of ports along the coast. Make day or single overnight passages
using weather windows as they present themselves, and arrive in San Francisco ASAC (As Soon
As Comfortable). Wait out any weather that looks unpleasant or uncomfortable in ports along the
way, and proceed at your own pace south.

Each has its charms and quirks, and each may suit a captain as their vessel’s and crew’s capabilities
dictate.

The Big Jump

The big jump is appropriate if you’re supremely confident in your vessel and have adequate crew for
adverse conditions (think fully crewed race boat). It is the riskiest strategy, as you are embarking on a
voyage of some 5-7 days, well past the capability of any forecaster to reasonably predict the weather, so
you’re rolling the dice on encountering gales, high seas, or worse. This route offers the best chance to
earn a story of high winds and waves at sea, surviving a gale, breaking stuff, and so on.

This is the traditional route, and became tradition for several reasons:

it involves the fewest landfalls (which were uncertain and difficult in pre-GPS days);
it avoids much of the commercial and fishing traffic on the coast (which was difficult to manage
in pre-AIS and pre-radar days);
you can’t lose crew en route (as there is nowhere for them to get off);
it is the fastest end to end passage as no time is spent in port (important if you have crew with
limited availability).

On the downside, most vessels taking this route encounter at least some adverse weather. It’s a rare week
that passes without a gale off the Pacific coast somewhere. The waves are typically higher further out, as
Cornell suggests. If your vessel and crew are untested in multi-day at-sea passages, this may not be the
shakedown cruise you want, and any gear or system failure that far offshore may be difficult or
impossible to remedy. While most sailors believe that their vessel can withstand conditions far worse than
the crew can take, getting past the point of crew comfort, let alone endurance, is no fun and most would
seek to avoid finding these boundaries. If the offshore conditions are typical, they are similar to
challenging or exhilarating conditions in the Strait of Georgia – and while ‘sporty’ sails like these can be
‘fun’ when you have the prospect of relaxing at the dock, at home, in a shore side pub or yacht club after
a few hours, they do become wearing after 24 or 36 hours. Remember, the conditions will be cold no
matter what time of year, and cold saps your energy. In the darkest lens of analysis, the only vessels lost
on this passage I can recall over many years are those that chose this route.
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The Two-Step

The two-step is a good choice if you have crew time constraints, because virtually any vessel can make
the two legs under power or motor sailing (perhaps augmenting fuel aboard with jerry jugs), making
arrival times more certain. Because each of the legs is shorter, they can be completed in 72-96 hours,
making weather forecasting more (but not completely) reliable. As you have not ventured too far
offshore, any serious gear failure can be remedied by altering the plan and heading inshore for parts and
repairs.

 Aerial photo of the Crescent City Harbor and marina CC BY SA 3.0

If the weather forecaster was wrong and you anticipate or encounter worse conditions en route, you’re
close enough to shore to seek shelter in one of the many ports en route. Because you are not stopping, it’s
fairly quick, not spending nights in marinas along the way. Since Crescent City is the only port south of
Neah Bay en route to San Francisco that doesn’t have a bar at the entrance, your entry there is certain
(although the port of Humboldt Bay/Eureka is 60mi closer to Cape Mendocino and, in my opinion, the
town is more charming. I would choose to head in there over Crescent City if conditions allow). As
Crescent City and Eureka are just north of Cape Mendocino (notable as the point on the coast where
strong winds happen with the greatest frequency and persistence), you have the greatest certainty in your
weather forecast for rounding this point.

On the downside, you will spend as many nights (and hours) traveling in the dark on this route as on the
‘big jump’. This is an issue as crab pots, deadheads, other debris, and fishing vessels may be encountered
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along the way, and can’t be as easily avoided in the dark (and because you’re closer to shore, they will
be more numerous). You may want to find and take crew, as these are multi day passages and watch
keeping and crew fatigue can be an issue. You won’t be visiting any of the ports en route. While perhaps
not as attractive as the ports of Southern California and Mexico, you have to ask yourself when you might
get the chance to visit again. If you divert to another port en route, you could lose crew to shore side
demands on their schedules, putting you in the position of needing to find new crew, or divert to the
‘Lindy-hop’ passage plan.

The Lindy-Hop

The third option is the Lindy-hop. This option involves coastal cruising, similar to what you may have
experienced in the Strait of Georgia. While this route takes the longest, it can be the most fun as you have
a range of ports to visit (including, but not limited to: Neah Bay, La Push, Gray’s Harbor, Astoria,
Garibaldi, Depot Bay, Newport, Winchester, Coos Bay, Chetco/Brookings, Port Orford (anchorage only),
Crescent City (no bar to cross), Humboldt Bay/Eureka, Fort Bragg, Bodega Bay and Drakes Bay
(anchorage only)) all offering varying bar crossing experiences, the promise of a night’s sleep, and
sightseeing opportunities.

 Aerial photo of the entrance to Humboldt Bay/Eureka CC BY SA 3.0

Because you are making shorter hops you have more control over how many hours you travel in the dark,
and some hops can be made entirely in daylight. As you’re making shorter legs, you will almost always
be inside a 24 or 36 hour weather forecast, so the chances of the forecast being at serious variance with
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conditions you encounter is very, very low. You will be well rested, as the legs are not long enough for
serious crew fatigue to develop (very important if you’re sailing short handed or as a couple). Any gear
failures will only have to be endured for a few hours before you can make port and deal with them
(roughly 1/3 of the boats we know who passed down the coast had serious gear failures – autopilots,
rudders, steering linkages, wind vanes, broken booms, furlers, etc.). The North Pacific is not a forgiving
place to learn.

On the downside, this takes the longest, as you’re spending nights in marinas or at anchor rather than
under way. If you leave the Pacific Northwest late in the season, the windows of good weather become
fewer as the days pass and winter sets in. It’s the most expensive (because you’re spending time in
marinas, eating out, sightseeing, etc.). You can get ‘stuck’ if a weather window doesn’t open while
you’re in any given port (although getting stuck is probably more fun than getting pasted off the coast). It
does not give you a multi-day passage to test watch systems, cooking underway, and so on (although you
can easily do that further down the coast in what are pretty well guaranteed to be far better conditions).
The costs in marinas in Washington, Oregon and Northern California are reasonable, usually less than
half what you will pay in San Francisco and points south, which goes some way to offsetting the cost of
extra marina nights.

On Avant, we aimed for the two step, and a change in the weather forecast shifting the predicted winds
from 20 knot north-westerlies to 30 knot southerlies, which made Astoria look very attractive. We then
diverted to the Lindy-hop, stopping in Astoria, Coos Bay, and Eureka. Other vessels we sailed in
company with that year also stopped in Gray’s Harbor, Newport, Fort Bragg and Drakes Bay without
issue.
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 The Golden Gate Bridge behind Rob on the Radio in Avant’s cockpit as we passed into San Francisco
Bay at sunset, September 19, 2013, 27 days after leaving Neah Bay.

Even though we enjoyed good weather windows and smooth seas, the effect of this passage was evident.
For example, we left with a new box of corn flakes in a locker below and didn’t open it on the trip. When
we did open it in Southern California, we found the flakes reduced to dust by the constant motion.

No matter which route you choose, Drakes Bay usually offers a secure anchorage some 25mi from the
Golden Gate Bridge, and the majority of cruisers take advantage of this to grab a few hours of rest and
adjust their timing for entering San Francisco Bay.

About The Author

Rob Murray

Avant - Beneteau First 435 Sloop

Rob Murray and Debra Zhou are doers currently in El Salvador, Central America. 
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2020 Gwaii Haanas Urban Orientations

https://currents.bluewatercruising.org/articles/2020-gwaii-haanas-urban-orientations/

Anna Maria Husband, Visitor Services Team Leader, Gwaii Haanas National Park Reserve, National
Marine Conservation Area Reserve and Haida Heritage Site recently advised BCA that Parks Canada has
again scheduled orientation sessions in the Lower Mainland and on Vancouver Island.

This 90 minute orientation session is required for all visitors who are not travelling with a tour operator.
Parks Canada recognizes that the travel plans of most boaters involve crossing the South Hecate and
entering Gwaii Haanas from the southern tip, which makes attending an information session in Skidegate
awkward and/or problematic. Attending an orientation session in southern BC will allow you to enter the
area by boat, directly from the Mainland Coast after you have made your reservations, thus making
passage to the area far more convenient.

The presentation reviews current safety information and traveler protocols, and discusses appropriate
conduct while visiting Gwaii Haanas to ensure that the area, as well as the experience of other visitors, is
protected. It is also an opportunity for visitors to ask questions about their upcoming trip and ensure that
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they have the information that they need. Signage is intentionally minimized in Gwaii Haanas to protect
the wilderness experience, which is another reason why a pre-trip orientation is necessary.

Lower Mainland and Vancouver Island orientation dates in 2020 are:

Tuesday, March 3 at 7:00 PM – Library Square Conference Centre, 350 West Georgia Street,
Vancouver
Sunday, March 8 at 5:30 PM – Shaw Centre for the Salish Sea, 9811 Seaport Place, Sidney

The Orientation is FREE of charge, so even if you are just thinking about going to Gwaii Haanas this year
or would like to learn more, please attend to find out what’s involved in visiting this part of the world.
Regardless, you will be glad you did. No reservations are required to attend the orientation. However,
cruisers who have made a reservation to visit Gwaii Haanas prior to these orientations will be able to pick
up their trip permits at the end of the session.

If you have any questions and/or would like to make a reservation to visit Gwaii Haanas this year, please
feel free to contact Anna Maria directly; she will be pleased to assist.

 Sgan Gwaay Village (© Parks Canada/Maggie Stronge); Tufted Puffin (© Parks Canada/Carey
Bergman); Mount Yatza (© Parks Canada/Charlotte Houston); Humpback (© Parks Canada/Daniel
McNeill)

About The Author
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Jennifer Handley

Camdeboo - Lavranos 50 Cutter-Rigged Sloop

Jennifer Handley and Campbell Good sailed Camdeboo to the South Pacific in 2006 with their two
daughters, a niece, nephew and Jennifer’s brother. By the time Camdeboo returned to Victoria in 2011,
she had 25,000nm under her keel, visited 14 countries and 27 people had come aboard as crew. Jennifer
served as BCA Commodore 2014-2016 and Past Commodore from 2017-2019.

_______________________________________________
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Sailing to Mexico from the Pacific Northwest: Hazards and
Resources

https://currents.bluewatercruising.org/articles/sailing-to-mexico-from-the-pacific-northwest-hazards-and-
resources/

In the previous article about sailing to Mexico from the Pacific Northwest, Rob and Debra from Avant
highlighted the three passage-making plans that one may choose to make such a passage and shared with
us how they decided to take the ‘two-step’ approach. In this article Rob and Debra talk about the
hazards that one may encounter along that passage and share some great resources that are available to
make the passage easier.

About the Hazards

As you set out on your sail to Mexico from the Pacific Northwest, there are numerous hazards you will
encounter. For most, the only defense is a good watch.

Fishing Boats
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Most vessels inshore are commercial fishing boats, and many do not use AIS, so other fishermen don’t
know where they are fishing. At night, they usually light up like stadiums hosting a World Cup game and
are easy to spot. They tend to congregate on offshore banks or directly offshore from ports on the coast.
Some fishermen have begun using AIS beacons on fishing gear, which is a bonus.

Debris

Floating debris, especially logs, can be an issue, particularly during or immediately following heavy rains
or large tides, and especially off of larger rivers or inlets.

Crab Pots

Crab pots are endemic. While there has been an effort to create a crab pot free zone down the coast, its
observance is marginal and equipment drifts into the the lanes anyways. The consortium that manages the
lanes hasn’t met to update the agreement since 2017.  Note that in areas subject to strong current,
commercial crabbers will generally use two buoys, one to hold the line up and a second on a further 10
feet or so of line that will still be visible and retrievable, even when the first buoy has been pulled under
by the current. It’s easier to tangle a buoy in your prop if the current is slack and both buoys are lying idle
on the surface.

Bars

Of course, everyone worries about the dreaded ‘bar crossings’ that may be encountered. After all, they
do call the Columbia Bar the ‘Graveyard of the Pacific’, right? But if you’re crossing at a slack or flood
in weather that isn’t horrible, none of the bar crossings are difficult. In Avant’s passage down the coast,
we entered Astoria (the aforementioned ‘graveyard of the Pacific’), Coos Bay and Humboldt Bay/Eureka
(widely considered the second worst bar crossing), and had no trouble at all. Our timing had us arriving at
each bar on or near slack water, with a slight edge to the flood tide. Many mariners recommend using the
last of the flood tide as the optimum time for a bar crossing, when the water is deepest. Waves at each
entrance were under two feet, and the period was long, as predicted by the forecasts we sailed under.
Charting was universally excellent.

Each harbour with a bar has a coast guard station that can offer advice, an up-to-the-minute bar report,
and will even send out a cutter or other boat to guide you in if conditions warrant (we availed ourselves of
this at Coos Bay when visibility dropped to under 200’). If you get caught out by a closed bar, you just
have to gut it out until the bar reopens, but with modern weather forecasts and a modicum of planning,

 

this is highly unlikely. (Note that the coast guard definition of a ‘small craft’ in bar closing advisories is
a vessel under 65’ in length.)

Available Resources

The following resources can make this specific passage more pleasant and perhaps less challenging:
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Weather Information

No doubt you have attended courses, read books, downloaded software, studied weather patterns, learned
how to download a variety of GRIBs, receive weather faxes, decode 500mb charts, toss chicken bones
and generally worked really hard to prepare for cruising by becoming your own expert weather forecaster.
Well, on this trip, those skills can be used for entertainment value or simply allowed to rest. (Don’t
worry, you will use those skills south of the USA/Mexico border).

 Weather forecast zones, inshore and offshore

The NOAA forecasters are as good as it gets, and there are dedicated teams in each of Washington,
Oregon and Northern California working around the clock to deliver the most accurate weather forecast
possible. These forecasts are available via VHF on the usual WX channels to a considerable range
offshore (usually at least 50 miles, often 100+). The forecast zones extend to 250 miles offshore in
discrete steps, and the forecast zones are quite small. In addition to the forecast, each weather office
provides a ‘discussion’, which underscores the reasons for the forecast offered, how the models informed
(or did not inform) the forecasts, what’s likely to follow the forecast period, and any other juicy tidbits
the forecaster(s) think might be interesting. You can find the discussion by going to the forecasting
office’s webpage and looking for the ‘discussion’ button.
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If you want to ‘play along’ with the forecaster, you can download the GRIBs (GFS and NDFD editions)
and see if you get the same conclusions.

Live and near live weather observations are also available from the national weather service by finding
the ‘observations’ button on the left side of the forecast page. These vary in frequency from every few
hours to live, depending on location and observation station type. There are dozens of these between
Neah Bay and San Francisco.

Enjoy the weather forecasts. They end at the Mexico USA border and it becomes far more basic there.

Wave Patterns

Waves offshore contribute substantially to the (dis)comfort the crew experience on the passage. Aboard 
Avant, we have found waves change character at depths of about 60m/200’. When the depths we sail in
are under 60m, the waves seem to have a different character, a more insistent vertical component, than
they do in greater depths. We always aim to be in depths greater than 60m/200’ whenever possible. When
closing the coast, expect waves to ‘feel’ stronger, even if they are not visibly any bigger. Also when
closing the coast, watch for secondary wave trains from reflections off shorelines where the shores are
steep to, or a change in wave direction where a wave train may wrap a point or headland. And there are
also outliers such as this one.

Generally, wave height has very little to do with discomfort aboard; it is the ratio of wave height to period
that creates difficulty. When waves are ‘square’ (wave height in feet = wave period in seconds), no one
will have any fun aboard, whether the waves are 3’ or 8’ high. We choose not to sail in square waves.
When the period extends to 1.5x the wave height, conditions become much more tolerable. When the
period is 2x or greater wave height, the gentle rise and fall is barely noticeable after a while.

When traveling with the wave train, the apparent period will be longer, and when traveling against the
wave train the apparent period will be shorter. Take this into account when evaluating wave predictions.

Guidebooks

The NOAA Coast Pilot 7 is a free download and covers the coast from Neah Bay to the Mexican border.
You will want to read chapter three, and use chapters seven to thirteen in reverse order as you transit
south. This volume, over 700 pages, is a comprehensive mariners guide to the coast, its character, and its
hazards. It is updated weekly, so make sure you have the latest edition downloaded.

There are commercial cruising guides available for the Columbia River and San Francisco Bay, but we
found they added little to what the Coast Pilot provided for free.

The USCG has produced a general bar crossing guide with lots of relevant information. Individual bar
crossing guides are available as well, and some can be found on this list. The following bar crossing
guides (in pdf format) provide specific information about hazards for each bar crossing:

Quillayute Bar Hazards
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Grays Harbour Bar Hazards
Rogue River Bar Hazards
Tillamook Bay Bar Hazards
Yaquina Bay Bar Hazards
Umpqua River Bar Hazards
Depoe Bay Bar Hazards
Columbia River Bar Hazards
Coquille River Bar Hazards
Chetco Bar Hazards

US Coast Guard

The US Coast Guard is a highly professional military search and rescue operation, and operates multiple
stations up and down the coast. From late May through Labor Day, they also operate a number of
seasonal stations, some located on the jetties surrounding bar crossings. They can be reached by VHF or
by telephone (numbers are in the Coast Pilot, or on their website. Note them down before you go). Their
VHF coverage is typically at least 25-50 miles offshore, and we found cell coverage was passable at 8-10
miles offshore and excellent at 5. It is ALWAYS worth calling by VHF or cell phone to get a bar forecast
before committing to crossing any bar on the coast.

Charts

NOAA charts (both raster and vector) are free downloads and can be used in navigation programs like
OpenCPN. They are frequently updated, and OpenCPN has a chart downloader that will automatically
update your electronic charts directly from NOAA. Proprietary e-chart sets like C-Map or Navionics are
also updated, but not as frequently. Like milk, bread and beer, charts are best fresh, so do use the free
resources to ensure you have the most up to date information aboard. Paper charts for backup can be
purchased individually, or you can get a ‘chart book’ that covers large sections of the coast. We elected
to do the latter, buying two MAPTECH Chartbooks that covered the coast from the Canadian border to
the Mexican border.

About The Author

Rob Murray

Avant - Beneteau First 435 Sloop

Rob Murray and Debra Zhou are doers currently in El Salvador, Central America. 

_______________________________________________
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A Visit to Museo Ruta de Plata

https://currents.bluewatercruising.org/articles/a-visit-to-museo-ruta-de-plata/

Like a single flower on a cactus, the Museo Ruta de Plata in El Triunfo, Baja California Sur is a gem in
the middle of a desert. The area is truly beautiful. Mountainous, rocky but lush in its own desert way. The
air is dry, warm and dusty, but carries the perfume of the plant life struggling to survive. Much like the
town. There is no surfing; no kite boarding; no fishing; no marinas, no beach, really no water, since it is
in the middle of a desert in the Cacachilias Mountains of the southern Baja.  That really sets it apart from
other tourist towns in the Californias.

Locals like to point out that they were called California long before the US state even existed, which is an
amazing story unto itself.  We visited on a Sunday, which is paella day at the award-winning restaurant
that shares the beautiful lush courtyard of the century old tannery buildings.  The “Funktastics”, a
talented La Paz band, were playing many of my favorite tunes so I have to be honest, everything was just
perfect that day. From my many years working in the museum and attraction business, I can truly
recommend a visit. I even contemplated settling down here as real estate is quite affordable. This is a
world class museum with bilingual exhibits, funded primarily by iAlumbra, the philanthropist foundation
of Christy Walton, heiress of the Walmart billions.
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 The band plays by the full size bronze sculptures, which adorn the relaxing lush courtyard. On Sundays
they cook the paella on an open mesquite fire.

For me, El Triunfo was hauntingly memorable.  The town reminds me of Cumberland, BC and other
resource based communities of our Province. Now about 350 people live in El Triunfo, but it once
boasted a population of over 10,000. Besides the Museo, there are abandoned mine tours, restored
buildings and many archeological sites including the restored 47 metre tall “La Ramona”, which when
built was the tallest smoke stack of its glorious kind. Mining began in the late 1700s and the mines and
town shut down in 1926. Without jobs, the people quickly moved away and El Triunfo became a ghost
town. The forced migration was hard on the people left behind, but helped preserve the rich history of the
area and a vital story of the Baja.
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 Abandoned mine tour where you touch a vein of gold and some silver. “La Ramona “ stack can be seen
from miles around.

Snooping around, I ran into the museum curator, Juan José Cabuto.  Señor Cabuto was a mining engineer
and his smile and enthusiasm were infectious. We talked about many things: how awesome working in a
museum is,  similarities between El Triunfo and much of British Columbia, the expansion of the Museo
and the two more museums slated for the town. There is already a music museum, due to the town’s
history as a cultural hub and a cactus sanctuary since the Baja has over 120 species, with more than half
found nowhere else.

Wherever I go on the Baja, I am reminded of home. Just like Canada, a European nation conquered in
search of gold and riches.  Then came miners and settlers who pillaged freely and with the help of the
Catholic Church, decimated the native populations and indigenous cultures. Now we share many of the
same issues with multinational corporations, and don’t forget who we share as a neighbor.

Just like home, the mineral rich Baja peninsula still holds valuable resources and there is international
pressure to resume mining. The future is looking good for El Triunfo though, as the Mexican government
is keen on boosting ecological and cultural tourism in favor of natural resource development.  There is a
very real fear of an accident, like the mining tailings breach at Mount Polley, in 2014.
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The incredible biodiversity and cultural heritage here is spectacular. Mexico boasts an impressive list of
protected areas, national parks, marine reserves, heritage and biosphere reserves.  Wherever we go, we
keep seeing examples of a government and people interested in fighting to save the gold they have, and I
am not referring to the mineral.

Disclaimer:  I tried to cross-check my facts, but the limited Internet access I have living on my sailboat is
a challenge.  And, well, you certainly can’t trust the Internet even at the best of times!

About The Author

Greg Yellenik 

Galene - 1982 Cooper Seabird 37 Pilothouse

Greg caught the bug for sailing at age 16 when he left home in Montreal to live with his aunt and uncle in
Vancouver for a summer. He spent the next ten years taking opportunities further West until finally
ending up back in Vancouver. Greg owned his own Windward 30 sloop for 11 years prior to landing
Galene, a 37’ Cooper Seabird Pilothouse where he and his partner of 26 years Laurie live aboard full
time. Presently in Mexico after completing the 2019 Baja Ha Ha and placing second in their division with
plans to slow way down and smell the roses, or whatever flowers they see.

_______________________________________________
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Build Your Own Inexpensive, Easy, High-Performance VHF/AIS
Antenna

https://currents.bluewatercruising.org/articles/build-your-own-inexpensive-easy-high-performance-vhf-
ais-antenna/

Did I get your attention with ‘inexpensive’?… read on to learn why else you might want to build a new
VHF or AIS antenna.

You likely already have one antenna, which you use with your regular VHF radio. You may have
considered getting a second antenna for use as a backup or with an AIS system. This article describes how
to construct your own VHF antenna, using about $10 in parts plus a few hours of labour, and gives some
straightforward mounting ideas.

Advantages of Separate Antennas

The advantages of having a backup are obvious (a frigate bird removed our masthead antenna at
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Tabuaeran), but it may be less obvious why separate antennas for VHF voice and AIS are useful. After
all, one can buy antenna splitters for sharing a single antenna between your VHF radio and your AIS unit.
Some AIS units even include a built-in splitter. However, a separate antenna gives you:

Redundancy: If you lose your primary antenna, you can connect your second antenna to your
VHF and continue talking.
Simplicity: You only need point-to-point connections (no splicing-in or teeing-off), which is
simpler to troubleshoot, and there is no requirement to co-locate the VHF radio and the AIS unit.
With fewer failure points, it is less likely that a single fault will disable both your VHF radio and
your AIS.
Higher performance: Separate antennas eliminate a transmit-isolating switch, reduce the number
of connections, and minimize the coax length between the antenna and device, all of which retain
stronger signals for both your radio and AIS. Finally, with separate antennas you can receive AIS
data from other ships while transmitting on your VHF (though you are unlikely to notice this
unless you spend a lot of time talking on the radio).

So let’s assume you are convinced to get a second VHF/AIS antenna. You can purchase a traditional
whip antenna, such as the Shakespeare model 5215 ($85), or you can build your own, following the
instructions in this article and it will perform as well as a commercial product. Let’s start with a
sprinkling of radio theory to explain the design. You can skip this part if you want, and just hop down to
the construction portion. I have included some definitions at the end of this article to help with
terminology.

Antenna Theory and Design

These are the principles upon which an antenna functions:

a changing current in a conductor generates an electromagnetic field (we call this transmission)
a changing electromagnetic field generates a current in a conductor (reception)

So, an antenna is really just a conductor, like a wire, which changes electrical current into an
electromagnetic field, and vice versa. When used for communication, we call these electromagnetic fields
radio waves.

Antennas are most efficient at sending out and capturing radio waves when the antenna’s length is
matched to specific fractions of the radio wave’s length. For marine VHF (frequencies between 156 MHz
to 163 MHz), a formula tells us the wavelength is about 1.91 metres.
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Many antenna designs exist, each emphasizing some important characteristic such as gain, directivity,
polarization, bandwidth, and physical size. A common VHF masthead antenna (such as the Shakespeare
mentioned earlier) has a half-wavelength vertical element, which is about 1.91 m / 2 = 96 cm = 38 inches
long. In practice, it will be slightly shorter due to physical properties of the antenna’s conductor. Another
commonly seen VHF antenna is about 8 feet long and usually mounted on the stern rail; it has more gain
than the shorter masthead antenna but is also more directional (i.e. one loses signal strength when heeled
over).

The antenna we’ll be building will be a half-wave dipole, featuring simple construction, good balance
between gain and directionality, and easy mounting.
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Antenna Construction

The photo of the finished antenna shows it looks like a ‘T’, with the leg of the T comprised of a short
length of coax, and the arms of the T comprised of a longer length of rope.

Inside the rope’s hollow core are threaded two lengths of wire. Constructing it is straightforward:

you measure and cut a length of coax;
strip the outer insulation from the coax to a measured distance;
solder a wire in place of the coax braid;
thread the antenna into the rope;
and finally attach a connector.

Materials Needed

For materials, you will need:
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Approximately 2m of coax, depending on where you mount the antenna. 50-ohm coax types such
as RG-58 or CA-195R are suitable and have an easy-to-work-with diameter. Avoid 75-ohm coax,
such as used for cable TV applications.
Approximately 45cm of insulated stranded wire. Tinned copper is preferred. The gauge is not
critical: 14 AWG to 18 AWG is easy to handle and has sufficient physical strength.
A connector for attaching to the longer coax running to your radio / AIS. I suggest a BNC
connector or a PL-259: both are available for common coax diameters. Order several extras that
you can practice with, if this is the first time you are using a particular model of connector.
Approximately 2m of hollow-core rope for mounting. It should be large enough diameter that the
antenna can be threaded through, but small enough to reduce windage; we used a 12mm diameter
scrap of double-braid line with the core pulled out.
Soldering iron and solder
Self-amalgamating tape
3M4200, Sikaflex, or similar caulking for waterproofing soldered joints

Let’s Start

First decide on where you want to install the antenna (see the following Mounting section for some
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ideas). This affects how long you make the antenna’s coax tail. You can make it long enough to reach
your radio or AIS unit in one unbroken piece, but this might make installation difficult. Instead, I
recommend a shorter tail that attaches to a longer run of coax inside the mast. Our antenna has a 1 metre
tail, ending in a BNC connector. This connector attaches near the foredeck light to the coax inside our
mast. If you aren’t quite decided on where to mount it yet, you can cut the coax longer than you’ll need,
and trim it later when you put the connector on.

Now we’ll construct the antenna from one end of the coax, before inserting it into the rope. Here is the
procedure, with photos corresponding to the numbered steps:

1. Cut a piece of coax 50 cm (+/- 1 cm) longer than the length of tail you want.
2. Strip approx 45 cm (+/- 1 cm) of outer jacket off the coax. Start a lengthwise slit in the jacket with

a sharp blade. Then while holding the braid + core in one hand, with the other hand pull the jacket
sideways. The jacket should split away from the core – if not, use the blade to make a lengthwise
score in the outside of the jacket before continuing to pull. Do not worry if the blade cuts a few
strands of the coax braid: you will be replacing the braid with an insulated wire later.

3. Separate the braid from the core. One way to do this is to bunch up the braid so the strands open
up, revealing the core beneath. A small screwdriver can then be used to fish the core out.

4. Some coax types (e.g. CA-195R) include a foil shield wrapped around the centre conductor. If so,
unwrap and remove the foil shield.

5. Cut most of the braid off and discard it, leaving a length of about 2 cm for soldering to
6. Solder 45 cm (+/- 1 cm) of insulated stranded wire to the protruding braid
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7. Straighten out the coax core and insulated wire and lay them parallel to a measuring tape.
Measuring from the end of the coax jacket, trim both the core and insulated wire to a length of
40.5 cm (+/- 0.2 cm). This is the step that sets the resonant frequency of your antenna to that used
by AIS. To optimize the antenna for VHF channel 16 instead, trim the wires to 43.0 cm. If you
want a dual-purpose antenna, don’t worry, either length will work satisfactorily.

Here’s the fun part where the two legs of the antenna are fed into the rope, leaving the tail protruding
from the midpoint. Pretty much any length of rope with a hollow core will do, provided the antenna legs
fit inside, and there’s enough rope left over for tying the antenna straight between two mounting points.
I’ll describe one way of doing this – I’m sure you can imagine other methods.

8. Locate the midpoint of the rope. Spread the outer braid to expose the core and pull it partway out.
9. Cut the core midway along the protruding loop, and tape each antenna tail to a core end. Box tape

or sheathing tape work well.
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10. Pull and milk the cores out the ends of the rope, such that they pull the antenna legs into the centre
of the rope. Continue pulling until the coax tail of the antenna butts up to the midpoint of the rope.

11. Seal the coax where it enters the rope using 3M4200 or similar caulking. The goal is to prevent
water from wicking up into the coax and into the insulated wire, so ensure the spots where bare
conductors exit insulation are well saturated with sealant. Applying additional sealant to the rope
in the immediate area of the T-junction won’t hurt. Before the sealant hardens, pull both the rope
and antenna legs taught so a smooth junction is formed. Suspend the rope under moderate tension
while the sealant cures.

12. Now the rope cores can be detached from the wire antenna legs, and discarded. Seal the ends of
the wires with sealant to prevent water from wicking in. Let the sealant cure then push the ends
back into the hollow centre of the rope.
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Finally, attach a connector to the antenna tail. The actual steps will depend on the type of
connector chosen, so follow the manufacturer’s recommendations. PL-259 connectors are
available in crimp or solder versions, and are low-cost. BNC connectors are smaller, but a
bit more complicated to assemble. If this is your first time assembling either type of
connector, I suggest practicing using a scrap piece of coax, instead of risking spoiling your
nice antenna. Once you are confident of the results, then proceed to install the connector
on your antenna.
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That’s it! Your antenna is finished – pat yourself on the back!

Testing Finished Antenna

Before going to the effort of mounting your new antenna, spend a few moments testing it. The first test is
to use an ohm meter to measure resistance between the two contacts of the connector: it should read as an
open circuit. If not, there is most likely a short in the connector, or possibly between the coax braid and
centre conductor at the T-junction.

The second test is to connect the antenna to a VHF radio or AIS system and check whether you get
reception. Once this works, the final test is to try transmitting, but keep people and sensitive electronics
several metres away to reduce RF exposure.

Mounting and Connecting

When mounting your antenna, keep in mind these considerations: higher up gives better range; avoiding
proximity to other antennas reduces interference; and a shorter coax run to your radio retains more of the
wanted signals. You should also keep the antenna legs approximately vertical and spaced away from
metal objects, to keep the performance omni-directional in the horizontal plane. Incorporating your
antenna inside the rope makes it easy to tie between two mounting points. We mounted ours between a
spreader and a shroud, as shown here.
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The connection between the antenna tail and the coax running back to your radio should be waterproofed.
Wrapping a few layers of self-amalgamating tape around the connectors will do the trick.

Antenna Performance

How does this antenna perform? Quite well, as measured both with an antenna analyser and in real-world
results.

An antenna analyser (Array Solutions AIM-4170D) measures the resonant frequency of this antenna as
162.02 MHz, which nicely corresponds with the frequencies used by AIS (161.975 MHz and 162.025
MHz). Additional results are shown in this table:
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 (terms like SWR are defined at the end of this article)

To put these figures into perspective, a 50-foot length of RG-58 cable has about 50% power loss. So, we
expect this homemade antenna to perform slightly better than the commercial one for AIS use, and
slightly less well at VHF channel 16, but the differences will likely be obscured by losses in the cables
leading to the antennas.

For those who are interested, here is the analyser’s plot for our antenna between 130 MHz and 180 MHz.

In real-world use, our homemade antenna works great at picking up AIS signals when attached to an
SR-161 AIS receiver. Here’s a screenshot from our chartplotter, while we were near Bahía Concepción in
the Sea of Cortez, showing AIS targets up and down the Baja coast. Note the two targets south of Puerto
Vallarta, over 500 nautical miles away! But wait, you say, VHF is supposed to be line-of-sight… This long-
distance reception demonstrates the phenomenon of atmospheric ducting, an interesting topic in itself.
Our antenna can’t claim all the credit, but certainly works well at nearer targets too.
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 AIS Targets in Gulf of California, showing antenna range

Definitions and Sources

Automated Identification System (AIS):  A vessel safety system in which periodic broadcasts
from equipped vessels (and aids to navigation) of their position, speed, heading, etc, can be
received by other vessels. AIS uses two frequencies in the marine VHF band, 161.975 MHz
(AIS1) and 162.025 MHz (AIS2).
Electromagnetic (EM) wave:  An oscillating electric and magnetic field that travels through
space at the speed of light (which is also an EM wave). The frequency of oscillation determines
whether we call it a Radio wave, Light, Infrared radiation, etc.
Current:  A flow of electrons in a conductor. Under the right conditions, this flow results in EM
waves and the conductor is then acting like an antenna.
Coaxial cable: Often abbreviated to coax. Cable consisting of two conductors: a centre wire
surrounded by an outer shield. The shield may be comprised of braided strands, or foil, or both.
Coax is useful in carrying RF signals because it does not emit much electromagnetic energy.
Impedance: A measure of the ratio of voltage to current in a conductor. Coax cables used for RF
commonly have a 50 ohm impedance. Ideally, any loads attached to a coax cable should have the
same impedance, otherwise losses increase.
Radio Frequency (RF): A frequency in the range used for communications. Generally considered
to be from a few kHz to 300 GHz. The RF spectrum is sub-divided into bands with names such as
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HF, VHF, and UHF.
Standing Wave Ratio (SWR): The ratio of the highest amplitude voltages to the lowest
amplitude voltages along a transmission line. It indicates how well the impedance of a load (e.g.
antenna) is matched to the impedance of the transmission line (e.g. coax). A ratio of 1:1 means
that the match is exact. Higher ratios result in more reflections and less signal at the load.
Very High Frequency (VHF): The band of frequencies from 30 MHz to 300 MHz. Marine VHF
spans 156 MHz to 163 MHz.

Resources

Coax cable and connectors can be ordered from RadioWorld in Toronto. Their PL-259 silver-
plated connector, part #CON-100S, costs $6. A reducer for RG-58 (fits CA-195R too), part
#CON-108, costs $1. They ship quickly and at a reasonable fee.
CA-195R is sometimes harder to find than RG-58. L-Com usually has it in stock ($0.58US / foot)
and will ship to Canadian addresses for about $17US. They also have a good selection of
connectors.
Plenty of videos and articles on assembling connectors are on the internet. You will sometimes
find conflicting advice – when in doubt, check whether the cable or connector manufacturer has
any specific instructions. Amphenol (a connector manufacturer) has this clear document.
Another set of very detailed instructions for PL-259 connectors can be found here.

I hope this article has been useful and inspires you to have fun making and playing with antennas. If you
have any questions or comments, I’ll be happy to hear from you!

About The Author

Barb Peck & Bjarne Hansen

Hoku Pa'a - Niagara 35

From 2004-2006 Barb and Bjarne sailed the South Pacific on Freya, their 30' Hunter-Vogel. Upon
returning to Victoria they have participated in the VI Watch and supported fleet members preparing to go
offshore. After some wonderful cruising in local waters they
headed south again in 2015. Hoku Pa'a, their Niagara 35, is ship-shape again after her unfortunate
encounter with Hurricane Newton, and Barb and Bjarne are now happily exploring the Sea of Cortez. 

_______________________________________________
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All About Sails

https://currents.bluewatercruising.org/articles/all-about-sails/

“The sound of a flogging sail is the sound of money to a sail maker.” These were the words, spoken with
a grin, of a sailmaker. He said it with a laugh, but was obviously serious. I remembered those words for a
long time. Prolonged flogging of sails is the kind of wear and tear that’s really, really hard on the bank
account. OK, tension the leech line, but how much is too much? Using the wrong sails for the wind
condition is another way to drain the kids’ inheritance, but what is the right sail? Is it OK to just partially
furl in the mainsail when the wind picks up, or should you be putting up a storm sail? Reduce chafe.
Okay. How? And when a sail does tear, how do you fix it? More importantly, how do you fix it when
you’re the only boat on the sea for a thousand miles around?

Enter Carol Hasse. Carol has been a sail maker since 1978. She started Hasse & Co. Port Townsend Sails
and went on to make a world-wide name for herself. Never heard of her? Just ask around. I mentioned her
to a friend the other day who has 342,000 nautical miles under his belt (kind of a legend in his own right)
and he blurted “Oh WOW!” when he heard she was putting on a one-day seminar: All About Sails with
Carol Hasse. Carol’s skill and the quality of her offshore sails are world renown. Not only that, but she’s
been teaching almost as long as she’s been sailing. Ask her anything. Another offshore cruiser who’d
attended one of her seminars said that she “has so much knowledge about sail design! There was not a
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single question she couldn’t answer, and she shared lots of gems about sail configuration.”

If you’re wondering about sails for your boat, how to get the longest and most efficient life out of them,
and then how to push them just that little bit further, be sure to attend Carol’s upcoming course in
Victoria on March 14, 2020.

When: Saturday March 14, 2020. 0830h-1700h

Where: University of Victoria

Info and registration: BCA website

Testimonials

Here is what some folks had to say about their experiences learning from Carol:

To all the wonderful people at PT Sails:

I would like to take this opportunity to thank everyone for a most enjoyable weekend. I don’t think I have
ever had so much fun and learned so much in such a short amount of time. It is so refreshing to see
people with such a positive attitude and enthusiasm. I can hardly wait until spring to put the things that I
have learned to use on my boat. In the meantime I will be starting on my ditty bag to practice what I have
learned.

Mark Philipsek

Sandy, Utah

Dear Carol & Crew,

I don’t think Helen or I ever felt this good coming out of a seminar, ever. The rare combination of
knowledge, generous hearts and passion for ancient craft that we met with over these few days was, well,
overwhelming. What is it about people who love sailing and all things nautical that makes them so? I
wonder. But there’s a definite connection between the two as clearly exemplified by Hasse & Co. Of
course at the core of your wonderful loft is your vibrant spirit. A spirit that we found shared by the
“gals”… Halie, Kelsey and Alison are gifted artisans as well as great teachers. We feel pretty lucky to
have benefited from their passion and know-how. We are already promoting your sail repair class with
fellow sailors.

 Jean Baillargeon, 

BCA member

Dear Carol & Co.,
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Just a note of heartfelt thanks for a wonderful weekend and an inspiring seminar. As important as the
skills learned were the superb organization of the course, and the atmosphere of enthusiastic sharing,
encouragement and affirmation. I’m sure we all came away better people for our contact with you, and
with a deeper understanding of the nature of excellence. You’ve probably never thought of it, but you are
raising the level of civilization one student, one customer, one contact at a time, and hopefully each of us
will be able to spread the effect in our own spheres. I for one, really appreciated the historical
perspective you shared with us.

Ed Nygard

Dear Carol & Co.,

What an incredible weekend! We learned so much. I feel really empowered – sails aren’t mysterious
anymore, I can fix one! And what things of beauty! Thank you for sharing your knowledge, your joy, and
your love of sails and sailing with us.

Cynthia Golledge and Butch Bogan

So, have you registered yet? Seats are going fast! Make sure you don’t miss this opportunity.

About The Author

Trina Holt

Shea - Cal 2-29

Trina Holt bought her Cal 2-29 in 2004 and has dreamed of sailing around the world ever since. After
living aboard for 7 years, she swallowed the anchor for the love of a good Navy man, David Mitchell.
Having infected him with her crazy ideas, they are now dreamers in the BCA, making plans for a life with
a lot more blue, a lot more wet, and a lot more salt.

_______________________________________________
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Vancouver Fleet Report: February 2020

https://currents.bluewatercruising.org/news/vancouver-fleet-report-february-2020/

The regular January meeting was postponed to February 4 to accommodate a program on Passage
Planning with Ken Gillstrom, but was then cancelled because of heavy snow. We did not want the
Gillstroms to make the effort to fit us into their busy schedule then face a meeting with poor attendance.

The regular February meeting on the 25th featured Steve White of  Steve White Rigging on rigging. He
showed  many failed rigging parts explaining how they failed and what to do to prevent their failure. He
highlighted that when inspecting a rigging, one of the biggest things to look for is corrosion from stainless
steel fittings in aluminum masts. In addition, one should inspect the goose neck, vang and spreaders: are
they tight? is there corrosion?

Steve also showed different kinds of mast attachment fittings and swage fittings. Cracking and broken
strands are the most common problems with swage fitting. This is mostly due to age, so if one fitting is
showing some problems, then likely the others on the boat will have similar issues as well. Fifteen years
is typically the recommended maximum age for rigging integrity on a boat.
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The show and tell section included a collection of offshore fishing gear to be taken home by Fleet
members kindly donated by Kent Webster of Home Free. A Fleet member showed how wrapping small
electronics in aluminum foil can serve as a Faraday cage, and another member showcase a vacuum
thermal cooker that can be very useful on board, as it can save on the amount of propane used to cook.

The March meeting on the 31st will cover the topic of Weather, presented by Fleet member Greg Bernard.

About The Author

Cameron and Marianne McLean, Vancouver Fleet Coordinators

Mayknot - Seabird 37

Cam and Marianne McLean have been BCA members since 1987, cruised offshore, and have served as
the Vancouver Fleet Coordinators for many years.
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Vancouver Island Fleet Report: February 2020

https://currents.bluewatercruising.org/news/vancouver-island-fleet-report-february-2020/

If you are a sailor who does not have a fond memory of a dock side Potluck Feast with a crowd of like-
minded adventurers, you need to get out more! It seems we all enjoy eating as much as we like sailing and
on February 5 twelve members of the Vancouver Island Fleet group heard Barbara Erickson describe her
travels with her husband Lionel and the joys they experienced sharing food with others on their journey.
Barbara shared ideas about buying, storing, and cooking nutritious foods available from different
countries and stressed the importance of things like the comfort foods and treats that can greatly enhance
the journey.

Paul Reshaur showed us his new Personal Locator Beacon and described its functions as a very small
portable EPIRB.

After the break Al discussed the value, and many uses of checklists in our preparation for offshore
adventures and the many tasks we need to coordinate while underway.

Plans for the VI Fleet Rendezvous April 17 -19 on Pender Island were discussed.
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About The Author

Al Kitchen - VI Fleet Coordinator

Wyndspree - Huntingford 53 Ketch

Al Kitchen has been a BCA member since 2005. Al and his wife Gaye lived aboard Wyndspree (53?
ketch) from 1996 until 2007 and cruised the BC coast throughout this time. Between 2006 and the
present, Al crewed on different boats with fellow Bluewater members, including voyages from Victoria,
BC to San Francisco; Gladstone, Australia to Fiji; New Zealand to Victoria, B.C.; and San Jose del Cabo
to Hilo, HI. Al is now co-coordinating the V.I. Fleet group with Daragh Nagle.
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Outboard Maintenance

https://currents.bluewatercruising.org/events/outboard-maintenance-3/

When cruising, your dinghy and outboard replaces your car, and they are among the most essential pieces
of equipment you’ll own. If the outboard is not running properly, you have a serious problem.

Todd Koroll, GM of Vector Yacht Services will take you through general servicing and some
troubleshooting. This course will provide a hands-on approach to looking after your outboard when there
is no service centre nearby.

_______________________________________________
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Electronic Systems: Simplifying Choices

https://currents.bluewatercruising.org/events/electronic-systems-simplifying-choices/

In this informal two-hour presentation, Jeff will provide an overview of the most essential electronics for
today’s boaters and cruisers.  Jeff will review technologies that are currently available and make
recommendations for the best combination of electronics on your vessel. He will explore new
technologies including advantages and disadvantages especially when compared with existing
choices. He will also talk about integration of electronics for best overall performance and
functionality. Bring your questions to ensure you are well informed to equip your vessel for safe and
enjoyable boating.

About the Instructor

Je? Cote is a systems design engineer, avid boater, entrepreneur, the author of the monthly column “Tech
Talk” in Pacific Yachting Magazine and “Hotwire” in Northwest Yachting Magazine as well as regular
yacht club and Power Squadron presenter. His company, Pacific Yacht Systems Inc., provides boaters
with easy to use, reliable solutions for marine electrical and electronics. Jeff’s presentations are designed
for beginners, tech-savvy, and DIY experts alike.

_______________________________________________
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All About Sails for Offshore Cruisers with Carol Hasse

https://currents.bluewatercruising.org/events/all-about-sails-for-offshore-cruisers-with-carol-hasse/

Be sure to take this opportunity to meet and learn from this legendary sailmaker! Spend a full day
learning from the expert, focussing on the sails necessary for safe blue water voyaging and how to
manage them.

Carol will cover the following five main topics:

1. Sail Inventory and Handling for Offshore Cruisers
2. Cruising Headsails
3. Cruising Mainsails
4. Storm Sails
5. Sail Trim for Cruisers including a brief introduction to an onboard sail repair kit

If time permits and participants wish to learn more, a Sail Repair presentation may be added.

About the Presenter
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Carol Hasse has been a sailmaker and the owner of Hasse & Company Port Townsend Sails, Inc. since
1978. The sails made by Ms. Hasse’s loft are world-renowned. For two decades, the Seven Seas Cruising
Association’s membership surveys have acknowledged Port Townsend Sails for building the best
offshore cruising sails available anywhere.

Pricing for Couples

If you register your spouse/partner for this course at the same time you register yourself, you will get a
break on the second registration!

If you are a BCA member:

$60.00 for spouse/partner if registered at the same time

If you are not a BCA member:

$75.00 for spouse/partner if registered at the same time

_______________________________________________
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Line Splicing and Knots

https://currents.bluewatercruising.org/events/line-splicing-and-knots/

While most of us have a basic knowledge of knots, this is a hands-on course that will involve learning the
correct methods of splicing both braided and stranded lines and learning/increasing your knowledge of
knots and the correct application on a sailboat.  The course fee includes a set of splicing fids ($70 value)
to take with you and line materials to use in the course and take home.

About the Instructor

Gordon vanGunst has a lifetime’s worth of experience with boats of all types. He started learning from
his dad, who was an avid boater. When he turned 11, he joined Cadets; he attended Bosun’s course in
1980, CYA Sailing courses through his teen years, served as a Bosun on HMCS Kootenay, was a Boats
Officer for the Navy at HMCS Gimli, and most recently owner/operator of Glenmore Sailboats Ltd, a
manufacturing, retail sales and boat repair company for Western Canada.

_______________________________________________
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Docking Skills

https://currents.bluewatercruising.org/events/vi-south-docking-skills/

Improve your docking skills whether you are single-handing or have help, on a sailboat, or a powerboat.
Learn the theory and interaction of propellers, keels, and rudders and how to manage docking in wind and
current.

This three-part course  includes classroom time on Sat March 21, practice-on-your-own time, and a
follow-up class on Sun April 5.
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